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Sequel to Bridal Pact

Andi signed up for the Bridal Pact, but what with having to dissolve her possibly sabotaged mismatch and
being kidnapped by extremists determined to wreck the Earth-Phaeton warrior alliance, her space adventure
sucks big-time. But before she can catch the next shuttle back to Earth, she’s claimed by two new suitors, the
dominant Rodin and the happy-to-try-it Tamin.

The doctors come as a pair, one warrior providing the discipline she didn’t know she craved and the other
lightening her bruised heart. But bonding to not one but two alien warriors? If only Andi dares to try.

Reader Advisory: This story has graphic sexual language and scenes—no closed bedroom doors (or other
rooms) here!

An adult scifi romance from Ellora’s Cave

Publisher’s Note: This story was previously released in the Alien anthology.
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From reader reviews:

Lois Maestas:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the book entitled Bridal Bonds. Try to the actual book Bridal Bonds as your
good friend. It means that it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside regarding course make
you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you far more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge with this
book.

Audrey Rivas:

The book Bridal Bonds can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So why must we leave a good thing like a book Bridal Bonds? Wide variety you have a different
opinion about book. But one aim this book can give many data for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try
to closer together with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, it is possible to give for each
other; you can share all of these. Book Bridal Bonds has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and
massive function for you. You can seem the enormous world by available and read a reserve. So it is very
wonderful.

Susan Hare:

Do you one among people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold on
guys that aren't like that. This Bridal Bonds book is readable by simply you who hate those perfect word
style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving
perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer of Bridal Bonds content conveys
prospect easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different such as it. So , do you even now thinking Bridal Bonds is not loveable to be
your top record reading book?

Jose Williams:

A lot of people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a publication. They are directly felt this
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose often the book Bridal Bonds to make your personal
reading is interesting. Your current skill of reading skill is developing when you like reading. Try to choose
straightforward book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the feeling about book and reading through
especially. It is to be initial opinion for you to like to wide open a book and examine it. Beside that the
reserve Bridal Bonds can to be your brand-new friend when you're sense alone and confuse in doing what
must you're doing of the time.
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